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SECTION 00 4100 - BID FORMS (REVISED ADDENDUM 2) 

1.1 THE PROJECT AND THE PARTIES: 

A. TO:  Portage Public Schools (the Owner) 

1. 8107 Mustang Drive 
2. Portage, MI Michigan 49002 

B. FOR: VIDEO SURVEILLANCE UPGRADES - 2021  

C. DATE: __________________________________ (Bidder to enter date) 

D. SUBMITTED BY: (Bidder to enter name and address) 

1. Bidders Full Name ______________________________ 
2. Address ______________________________ 
3. City, State, and Zip ______________________________ 
4. Phone Number ______________________________ 
5. Email address ______________________________ 

1.2 OFFER 

A. Having examined the Place of the Work and all matters referred to in the Instructions to Bidders and the 
Contract Documents prepared by Tower Pinkster Titus Associates for the above-mentioned project, we, 
the undersigned, hereby offer to enter into a Contract to perform the Work for the Sum of: 

1. __________________________________________________________     Dollars ($__________) 
2. in lawful money of the United States of America. 
3. We have included the required security as required by the Instruction to Bidders. 
4. All applicable taxes are included in the Bid Sum. 
5. 100% Performance and Payment Bond is included in the Bid Sum. 
6. All applicable permit costs are included in the Bid Sum. 
7. All Addenda information has been considered and any applicable costs are included in the Bid 

Sum (other than Unit Add and Delete Pricing and Lift Fees) 
8. Fully executed Document 00 4520 – Familial Statement of Disclosure is attached. 
9. Fully executed Document 00 4546 – Governmental Certifications form is attached 

1.3 EXCEPTIONS 

A. List any exceptions taken to the Project Manual, including any information in Specification Documents, 
subsequent pre-bid Addenda, and project drawings.  List exceptions below (attach additional exception 
sheet if more space is required): 

1. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
2. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
3. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
4. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
5. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
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1.4 BUILDING-LEVEL PRICING DETAIL 

A. The sum of all building-level totals shall equate to the total OFFER listed in 1.2A(1) above. 

B. List the total bid price for each building.  Note: the first four buildings contain camera replacements at 
existing locations, camera replacement/relocation(s) or limited quantities of new camera locations.  
Floorplan drawings of these buildings are included in the Project Drawings.  The remaining buildings have 
“one-for-one” camera replacements at existing locations (locations shall be coordinated with 
Owner/Architect post-award).  Refer to the camera schedule(s) located in the project drawing detail 
sheets. 

C. List the total “turn-key” bid price, including all parts, labor and performance bond cost, for each building 
(reminder: totals of the building “turn-key” prices shall equate exactly to the total OFFER listed in 1.2A(1) 
on page 2 of Section 00 4100 ). 

1. Portage Central High School (locations provided on building floor plans.  Also refer to camera 
schedule located in the detail drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” Portage Central High School price     $______________________ 

2. Portage Northern High School (locations provided on building floor plans.  Also refer to camera 
schedule located in the detail drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” Portage Northern High School price   $______________________ 

3. West Middle School (locations provided on building floor plans.  Also refer to camera schedule 
located in the detail drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” West Middle School price                  $______________________ 

4. Transportation Building (locations provided on building floor plans.  Also refer to camera schedule 
located in the detail drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” Transportation Building price           $______________________ 

5. Amberly Elementary (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera schedule located in the detail 
drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” Amberly Elementary price            $______________________ 

6. Angling Road Elementary (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera schedule located in the 
detail drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” Angling Road Elementary price         $______________________ 

7. Central Elementary (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera schedule located in the detail 
drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” Central Elementary price                 $______________________ 

8. Haverhill Elementary (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera schedule located in the detail 
drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” Haverhill Elementary price                 $______________________ 

9. Lake Center Elementary (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera schedule located in the 
detail drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” Lake Center Elementary price          $______________________ 
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10. Moorsbridge Elementary (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera schedule located in the 
detail drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” Moorsbridge price                        $______________________ 

11. Portage Community Education Center - PCEC (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera 
schedule located in the detail drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” PCEC price                                      $______________________ 

12. 12th Street Elementary (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera schedule located in the detail 
drawing sheets) 
a. Total “turn-key” 12th Street Elementary price         $______________________ 

13. Woodland Elementary (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera schedule located in the detail 
drawing sheets)  
a. Total “turn-key” Woodland Elementary price         $______________________ 

14. Administration Building (Locations NOT PROVIDED, refer to camera schedule located in the detail 
drawing sheets)  
a. Total “turn-key” Administration Building price         $______________________ 

1.5 UNIT ADD AND UNIT DELETE PRICING  

A. Provide a unit price to add and delete a camera and/or mount at location.  This pricing shall be utilized 
throughout the course of the project for potential scope changes. For cameras C1 thru C8, the unit price 
shall include the camera, mount, install labor, IP set and aiming charges.  For mount types A1 thru A4, the 
unit price shall be only the price for the mount itself (for use in any “one off” changes during the course of 
the project). 

              ADD                 DELETE 
a. C1 camera type (Avigilon 32C-H4A-4MH-360)  $_____________  $_____________ 
b. C2 camera type (Avigilon 24C-H4A-3MH-270)  $_____________  $_____________ 
c. C3 camera type (Avigilon 32C-H4A-4MH-180)  $_____________  $_____________ 
d. C4 camera type (Avigilon 10C-H5DH-D1-IR)  $_____________  $_____________ 
e. C5 camera type (Avigilon 8.0C-H5A-D1)   $_____________  $_____________ 
f. C6 camera type (Avigilon 8.0C-H5A-DO1)   $_____________  $_____________ 
g. C7 camera type (Avigilon 4.0C-H5A-D1)   $_____________  $_____________ 
h. C8 camera type (Avigilon 12.0W-H5A-FE-DC1        $_____________  $_____________ 
i. A1 mount type   (Avigilon H4AMH-AD-PEND1)  $_____________  $_____________ 
j. A2 mount type   (Avigilon H4AMH-DO-COVR1) $_____________  $_____________ 
k. A3 mount type   (Avigilon IRPTZ-MNT-WALL1)  $_____________  $_____________ 
l. A4 mount type   (Avigilon H4-MT-CRNR1)   $_____________  $_____________ 

1.6 LIFT FEES 

A. Provide a unit price for a one-day rental fee.  Include all charges associated with the lift, lift transportation 
and all necessary floor and/or ground protection.  Fees listed shall be used for contract additions if lifts are 
needed to perform the required work. 

1. Indoor single-person lift        $______________ 
2. Outdoor single-person lift (tire type for uneven terrain)        $______________ 
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1.7 OUT-OF-SCOPE LABOR RATE COMMITMENT 

Bidder shall provide commitment for labor rates that would be quoted for out-of-scope work initiated 
through change-order: 

 Hourly on-site labor rate     $_______________________________ 

Hourly travel rate      $_______________________________    

1.8 ACCEPTANCE 

A. This offer shall be open to acceptance and is irrevocable for thirty days from the bid closing date.  If this 
bid is accepted by the Owner within the time period stated above, we will: 

1. Execute the Agreement within ten days of receipt of Notice of Award. 
2. Commence work within seven days after written Notice to Proceed of this bid. 

B. If this bid is accepted within the time stated, and we fail to commence the Work or we fail to provide the 
required Bond(s), the security deposit shall be forfeited as damages to the Owner by reason of our failure, 
limited in amount to the lesser of the face value of the security deposit or the difference between this bid 
and the bid upon which a Contract is signed. 

C. In the event our bid is not accepted within the time stated above, the required security deposit shall be 
returned to the undersigned, in accordance with the provisions of the Instructions to Bidders; unless a 
mutually satisfactory arrangement is made for its retention and validity for an extended period of time. 

1.9 CONTRACT TIME 

A. If this Bid is accepted, we will complete the Work by November 01, 2021. 

1.10 ADDENDA 

A. The following Addenda have been received.  The modifications to the Bid Documents noted below have 
been considered and all costs are included in the Bid Sum. 

1. _________________________________________________________ (List addendum #’s/dates) 

1.11 BID FORM SUPPLEMENTS 

A. Bidders shall supply a line-item quote sheet(s) as part of their bid response.  The sheet(s) shall indicate 
quantity, manufacturer, part number, product description, unit price and extended price for each camera, 
mount, accessory included in their bid.  The sheet(s) shall be organized (broken down) by school building.  
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The sheet(s) shall also include a separate, single line item for the total installation labor for the building 
and a single line item for the performance bond amount for the building.  The total dollar amount of each 
building shall match the dollar amounts listed in Section 1.4 of the Bid Forms. 

B. We agree to submit the following Supplements to Bid Forms if requested by the Architect within 48 hours 
after submission of this bid for additional bid information: 

1. Schedule of Values:  Include the names of all Subcontractors and the portions of the Work they will 
perform. 

1.12 BID FORM SIGNATURE(S) 

A. The Corporate Seal of 

1. ........................................................ 
2. (Bidder - print the full name of your firm) 

B. was hereunto affixed in the presence of: 

1. ........................................................ 
2. (Authorized signing officer, Title) 

C. (Seal) 

1. ........................................................ 
2. (Authorized signing officer, Title) 

END OF DOCUMENT 00 4100 


